Many electric utilities have begun piloting Electric Vehicle (EV) charging stations with a number of manufacturers, including Siemens. As a result of working with these EV charging station manufacturers, utilities have developed a good understanding of prevailing technology. While utilities consider options like selling or recommending preferred EV charging stations to new EV owners in their service territory, a trend has emerged where new EV owners purchase charging station technology without notifying the utility based on recommendations from their EV dealers. It is important for the utilities to be aware of customers in their service territories that are installing EV charging stations in their homes and businesses in order to plan for the required distribution network upgrades to serve these stations.
Introduction
The US Department of Energy has forecasted that 100 million electric or hybrid cars, or 40% of domestic automobiles, will be in use by 2020. Studies from Berkley go further and project 64% of domestic automobiles will be electric by 2030. The challenge to electric utilities is to build out an electric distribution infrastructure capable of delivering energy to this new fleet of vehicles in the next 10 years.
A typical electric utility distribution system delivers power to a residential EV charging station from a transformer which typically serves 6 customers by stepping down the utility medium voltage to dual 120Vac single phase (also called 240Vac split phase). This voltage is fed through a meter into the residential load control centre. The load control centre consists of branch circuit breakers and distributes the power supply within various areas within the home.
An electric vehicle can connect to the load control centre directly through a domestic wall socket (a.k.a. "Mode 1") where it may share the circuit with other load in the home or indirectly through an EV charging station, installed by an electrician, on a dedicated branch circuit (Mode 2 or Mode 3). Although most electric vehicles support charging from a domestic wall socket, the benefits of using a dedicated EV charge station include faster charging times and sensing mechanisms to disconnect the power when the EV has completed charging.
Typical electric vehicles have a battery capacity of 20 kWh and a range of 150 km. Charging times vary based on the charging mode. The International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) has categorized different types of charging modes as:
Mode 1 -slow charging from a regular single or 3-phase electrical socket using standard current (typically 10 amps). Charge times typically take 10 hours. Mode 2 -slow charging from a regular socket equipped with an EV-specific earthing cable which has built in protection. Charge times typically take 8 hours. Mode 3 -slow or fast charging using a specific EV multi-pin socket with control and protection functions (e.g. SAE J1772 and IEC 62196). Charge times typically take 4 hours, Mode 4 -Direct current (DC) fast charging using some special charger technology such as CHAdeMO. Charging times typically take 20 minutes.
Most EV charge stations support "Mode 3" charging. Residential EV charging station units are typically "dumb" chargers that don't authenticate the user, deny access to EV car owner to prevent charging nor communicate with a host (i.e. they are not networked devices).
Challenges facing Electric Utilities
A poorly managed, rapid introduction of EV charging stations in the utility's service territory will trigger expensive, unplanned electric distribution network upgrades to mitigate power quality issues and power outages related to the stations. EV charging stations will also contribute to an increase in peak demand and create issues with "cold load" pick-up procedures during outage restoration. Specific affects include:
 Electric utility customers will suffer more frequent power outages,  Electric distribution operations will need to react to unplanned network upgrades  Call centre personnel will experience a higher number of complaints.
These problems will not only result in increased customer dissatisfaction, but also create a perception that the utility can't handle the roll-out of EV cars which could, in turn, adversely impact EV adoption rates. Issues with cold load pick-up also result in increased customer minutes of interruption and adversely impact related indices like SAIDI, CAIFI, etc.
Electric Utility Requirements
. Rolling out an EV charge station management system that meets the business requirements described above will help the utility manage the rapid deployment of EV charge stations in their territory. The system would support the sale (or registry of) EV charging stations to owners to help utilities manage the deployment of the stations. Through promotional rates, utilities can not only register the stations but also work with station owners to sub-meter the stations and manage and control the charging sessions of each station proactively with the CSMS. 
Envisioned Solution
A software system that can coordinate EV charging sessions and potentially control other discretionary loads across the utility service territory with the cooperation of EV owners would mitigate the need for unplanned upgrades to the electric distribution network and related increases in utility operating budget as well as reduce the risk of overloading the network.
Conclusion
Utilities that take a proactive role in the registration and management EV charging stations in their service territories with a solution like CSMS are better prepared to manage distribution network upgrades if the adoption rates for charging stations increase dramatically.
Compensating charge station owners through targeting pricing programs to allow the utilities to set charging schedules coupled with DR would allow the utility to have the necessary control over the charging sessions to directly address power quality issues related to concurrent EV charging sessions.
Working with select utilities, Siemens elaborated the requirements above to develop a simple Business Use Case Diagram, for the CSMS to describe how such a system could manage and enforce the EV charging schedules through communication with the charging station controllers via an EV "head-end" communication network by enabling and disabling the EV charge stations. The envisioned system could be used to manage Demand Response (DR) Events and collect the EV charge data to confirm EV schedule and DR event execution.
